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in the Planetarium
Donald S. Hall
Strasenburgh Planetarium
Rochester Museum and Science Center

The following article is based in part on the Armand
Spitz Memorial Lecture delivered by the author at
the October, 1982 meeting of the GLPA in Peoria,
Illinois.
I produced a special show in the planetarium nine years
ago, in which I was criticized for being "sexist." I didn't
even know what that meant, and was surprised to learn that
it was the unequal treatment of persons based on their
gender. ICs a word that is in much more common use now
than it was, but still I sometimes feel like the Lone Ranger
on the subject. I know that I drive other members of the
Strasenburgh Planetarium staff nuts on the subject and
may well do the same for you, but that's life.
It really all started for me when I became the father of
a girl, Elizabeth. Judy, her mother, and I have tried to
bring Elizabeth up in as non-sexist a way as possible so that
she would be free to be the person that she wanted to be,
perhaps married, perhaps not, perhaps employed, perhaps
not, but free to make her own choices and not feel that
she had to "Do" or "Be" something because that's the way
girls and women are supposed to "Do" or "Be."

I remember distinctly that when she was about 5 she
had the clear notion that girls were nurses and boys were
doctors. This attitude was formed in spite of the attempts
to be non-sexist by her parents and even more amazingly,
over clear evidence presented by two women doctors in her
pediatric group. Judy and I talked about this and she said
that it was not just us and our pediatric group that had an
influence on Elizabeth, it was all of Western Civilization.
That's quite a lot to take on, even if I am a planetarium
director; however, I hope that I am able to do what I can
toward eliminating sexism in language.
Are you aware of the wonderful government publication, The Dictionary of Occupational Titles, which lists all
the current job titles in the U. S.? (I, for example, have
always wanted to be called God, instead of Director, or at
least Emperor of the Universe, but feel that neither is
4

likely.) The edition of this book that came out in 1977 was
the first non-sexist edition. Up to that time, about the only
commonly-accepted non-sexist title that comes to mind is
"salesperson". We had salesmen, and saleswomen and salespeople. We could say all those words without laughing,
because we were used to them, but we still had mailmen,
bus boys and charwomen. Then The Book is published and
it doesn't take the easy way out just by putting "people" or
"person" in each title, giving us such delights as "mailperson", "busperson" and "charperson". Instead, some
real thought went into this project and whoever did the
work came up with really good titles that open jobs to
either sex.
My favorite of all is the one that replaced bus boy.
Not only is it non-sexist, but it is also a real step up. That
job title is now officially known as "Dining Room Attendant". Can you just see the difference this makes? Imagine
a youngster coming to his "significant other's" house and
saying, "I just got a job as a Dining Room Attendant."
That does sound a lot better that bus boy, you have to
admit. None of us knows for sure where sexism comes
from, but let's assume that part of it comes from our use
of language.
Certainly I am not advocating that we strip our language of its character. We don't want to end up with
phrases like "Person the life boats, the language is sinking."
However, with very little effort on our part, we can do a lot
to make the language that we speak and write a little less
sexist. To paraphrase Andy Rooney, " 'Jever wonder why
most planetarium directors are men?" If you have, you
probably came to the same conclusion that I did; an interest in science and things mechanical is a value that is encouraged in men and discouraged in women. If a guy wants
to take the lawnmower apart, it's far more likely to be OK
with those observing than if a girl does. And the reverse
of this is also true. In Elizabeth's ballet school there is only
one male teenage dancer among the dozens of females.
And he has to be a brave and dedicated young man to go
against our expectations of what he should do and like.
This kind of attitude can cut us off from some terrific
small-engine technicians and ballet dancers. It works
against all of us if we are not free to be what we are or become what we would like to be.
One of my early encounters with sexist language
occurred a few years ago when I served on the Board of
the local Girl Scout Council. Most of the board members
were women, and I was complimented to be asked to
serve. But during my term, the by-laws of the group needed revising. In those by-laws each time a board member
was referred to by pronoun, it was feminine. That made
me feel funny. "She will obtain ... " or " ... will be
collected by her." It then occurred to me that the by-laws
of all other organizations of which I have been a part were

written in the masculine, and THAT sounded just fine - to
me. But how about to the women on those boards? (This
is now covered in almost all by-laws by a sentence which
says something like, "When the masculine is used, it will
also be taken to mean the feminine and the reverse is true
also. ")
I was surprised a few months ago to be explaining all
this profoundness to one of the participants at our summer
Planetarium Production Techniques Seminar and he told
me that he thought it was stupid, or words to that effect.
Let me therefore set up this concept in such a way that you
can't not support it.
We recognize that our world is sexist, that notions
about what we can and can't do as men and women come
from the people around us including people in "the media".
Use of language by all of us MAY (and that's the critical
word) be responsible for transmitting sexist expectations
about behavior. If we change the way we use the language
it might help change what people feel they can and can't do
and be. Certainly that change is not the only thing that
needs to be done, but making the changes can't possibly
hurt anything and MAY help.
Here is a fictionalized example of the kind of language
I'm talking about.
Man has gazed into the starry sky for but an
instant in the cosmic scale of time. What men
see today when they look into the night is virtually the same as what they saw at the dawning of
mankind. However, there is an important difference between man and the other creatures of the
earth, both present and past, and that is his ability

to interpret what he saw and to try to find his
place in the natural world.
Now here is the same idea, but expressed in non-sexist
language:
We have gazed into the starry sky for but an
instant in the cosmic scale of time. What we see
today when we look into the night is virtually
the same as what we have been looking at for eons.
However, there is an important difference between
ourselves and other creatures of the earth, both
present and past, and this is our ability to interpret
what we see and to try to find our place in the
natural world.
I believe that these changes do two things; first, they
make the script sound non-sexist and as an added benefit,
like the prize. in the box of Cracker Jacks, it makes the
show more first-person: talking about "we's" and "us's"
instead of "man" and "mankind". I don't know whether
this kind of thing will help women get interested in science
or not, but it can't hurt and takes only minimal effort on
our part. It's not much, but it's a start and all of us can do
it.
Certainly there is more that can be done to make our
world a non-sexist place. I am sure that you can think of
some things right now, and if you were to put your mind to
it, could probably think of many. I am calling on each of
you to make some changes in the ways that you present
your materials, for the direct effect that this action may
have on your audiences, but, even more importantly, for
the effect that it will have on your way of thinking. For
what the future holds, we all need to be working together,
at our full unlimited potential.
END
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ASTRONOMY DAY, 1983
Robert C. Victor

Abrams Planetarium
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

International Astronomy Day will be Saturday, April 23, 1983. Many organizations are planning to set up astronomical exhibits in planetariums, parks, and shopping malls, and·to hold public sky viewing sessions that night. Abrams
Planetarium, with partial support by a grant from the V. M. Slipher Fund of the National Academy of Sciences, is
making available a reproducible packet for the occasion. It will include the Sky Calendar and evening sky maps for
April and May, and self-study guides. Part of the packet appears here. For a complete packet, send a SASE (37t
postage) to ASTRONOMY DAY, Abrams Planetarium, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA.

EVENING SKIES FOR APRIL 1983:

A STUDY GUIDE

Use this sheet outdoors with the star map, April Evening Skies. Observe within
one hour of the times indicated on the map. Simply by looking at map and sky, you
will be able to fill in the blanks below and discover by observation how to locate
the brightest stars and many of the principal constellations.
In what direction is the constellation Gemini, the Twins? (1)
. As you
face that direction, bold the star map in front of you and turn it so the portion
of the horizon closest to Gemini (the low, open field in the west and the row of
trees to its left) is at the bottom of the chart.
Note when the map is held correctly
for viewing a certain section of the sky the lettering for that section will be upright; in this case, you are facing nearly due west and the map should be turned so
the word "WEST" is at the bottom of the circle.
Name Gemini's brightest star:
(2)
. Of the first magnitude, it is one of the 21 brightest stars visible from
Earth. Note the size of the dot representing this star on the map; to the right of
Pollux,
° from it, is the other of the "Twins", a star called _(3_)_ _ _ • Of
second ma~itude, it is noticeably fainter than Pollux, and therefore represented by
a smaller dot.
J

Face north. Hold the map accordingly -- with "NORTH" at the bottom. Locate the
Big Dipper, nearly overhead.
Look closely at the star at the bend of the handle.
What do you notice nearby?
(_19_)_ _ _ . The Big Dipper is part of the constellation
Ursa Major, the Greater Bear. Which two stars in the Big Dipper point near 1;" to
Polaris, the North Star? (20)
. Note Polaris marks the end of the handle of
the (21)
, which is part of the constellation Ursa Minor, the Lesser Bear.
Find the two brighter stars in the bowl of the Little Dipper; they are sometimes calle~
the "Guardians of the Pole" and are of the 2nd and 3rd magnitudes. The remaining stars
of the Little Dipper are of magnitudes 4 and 5 and are difficult to see from some
urban areas.

J

4

Tn the northwest, to the right of Gemini, is a star even brighter than Pollux and
repres'ent"d by a larger dot.
It is zero-magnitude (4)
, the mother
arm of (5)
, the Charioteer. Beneath the mother goat is a
triangle of 3rd and 4th magnitude stars -- the _(6_)_ _ _ , or baby goats!

under
slender

About 23° south of Pollux -- to its lower left in the southwestern sky -- is
another bright star, _(7_)_ _ _ , in the constellation _(8_)_ _ _ , the Lesser Dog.
Even brighter than Procyon and some 25° lower in the southwest is (9)
, in
the constellation (10)
, the Greater Dog. Although Sirius is the brightest
star in the night sky, it is not as bright as the planet (_11_)_ _ _ , in the west.
To the
of Sirius and below Gemini is the constellation (12)
, the
Hunter.
Name
two bright stars and observe their contrasting colors:
(13)
, of
and (14)
, of
color. Rigel marks Orion's
foot, while Betelgeuse marks
shoulder. Midway between them lies a row of three
second magnitude stars, marking Orion's belt.
Extend the belt of Orion to the left to locate
Notice that Orion's two "Dog Stars", Sirius and
lateral triangle with his shoulder, Betelgeuse.
Winter Triangle.
Orion's belt extended away from Sirius points approximately to the
star
(15)
, marking the eye of (16)
. Nearby, a few more stars.
the
-(1-7-)- - , complete a V-shaped configuration marking the head of the Bull. These
fainter stars form a phYSically related
of stars some 130 light-years away, or
nearly double Aldebaran's distance of
(Such loose
are called
open clusters; since they are distributed
called galactic clusters.) Extending
another
open cluster in Taurus; it is the (18)
, 400 light-years away. Sometimes this
tiny group is called the Seven Sisters. Take a look with binoculars; how many can you
see?
Look teneath the ~elt of Orion, in the sword, for a hazy patch of light called
the Great Nebula.
It is actually a very young star cluster, still forming into stars.

6

On the opposite side of the North Star from where the Big Dipper is located, is
a W-shaped group marking the constellation (22)
, the Queen of Ethiopia. From
southern states, the ''W'' will be very low or partly or completely below the horizon
and difficult to observe.
By traveling through the bottom of the Big Dipper's bowl, away from the North Star,
we encounter the constellation (23)
, with its bright star (24)
.
The blade
of the "Sickle" marks the head and mane of the west-facing Lion. His hindquarters are
marked by a right triangle, whose easternmost star, Denebola (not named on the map),
marks the tail.
As you examine Leo in the April evening sky, you are facing south,
so hold the map accordingly, with "SOUTH" at bottom.
Follow the curve of the Big Dipper I s handle to two bright stars:
"Follow the
arc to (25)
and drive a spike to (26)
." The brighter of these two stars
is zero-magnitude (27)
, in the constellation (28)
, the Bear-Driver. The
other star is first-magnitude (_29_)_ _ _ , in the constellation (_3o_)_ _ _ , the Virgin.
The constellations Taurus, Gemini, Leo, and Virgo are in the zodiac; therefore the
Moon and
sometimes appear among their stars, as shown on t~ Calendar. So
these constellations I first-magnitude stars (Aldebaran, Pollux, Regulus,
with any bright planets which might happen to be
through.
For
1983, Saturn
in Virgo not far to
east of Spica, and
that ~
have no trouble spotting Venus, a gleaming
beacon
Taurus for most of April. Use the Sky Calendar to foITOWVenus' changing
posi tion among the stars of Taurus.
star has just risen in the northeast. Now dirrnned greatly by our atmosphere,
it will
as it gains altitude, until it closely matches Arcturus in brilliance.
Both stars are represented by the same sized dot, signifying zero magnitude.
The star
in the northeast is (31)
, in the constellation Lyra, the Lyre or Harp.
compare the colors~two stars and note here. Arcturus:
Vega:
is in the "Summer Triangle!!, whose other stars are Deneb and Altair. not yet
risen
the time of the April star map.
But in four hours the entire "Sununer Triangle ll
will be visible; it is shown on the map for June.

April Evening Skie

This chart is drawn for Latitude
40 0 North, but should be useful
to stargazers throughout the continental United States.It represents the sky at the following
local times:
Late March
10 p.m.
Early April
9 p.m.
Late April
8 p.m.
This map is applicable one hour
either side of the above times.
Add one hour for daylight savings
time.
A more detailed chart by
George Lovi appears monthly in
the publication Skyand Telescope.

Evening Skies appears monthly
in Science and Children.

Subscription: $5.00 per year,
from Sky Calendar, Abrams
Planetarium, Michigan State
University, East Lansing,
Michigan 48824·1324.
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The planets Venus and Saturn are
plotted for mid-April, 1983. At
chart time 13 objects of first
magnitude or brighter are visible.
In order of brightness
they are:
Venus, Sirius, Arcturus,
Vega, Capella, Rigel,
Procyon, Saturn, Betelgeuse, Ald'ebaran, Spica, Pollux, and Regulus.

In addition to stars, other objects that should be visible to
the unaided eye are labeled on
the map. The double star (Dbl)
at the bend of the handle of the
Big Dipper is easily detected.
The famous Orion Nebula, a cloud
of gas and dust out of
which
stars are forming,is marked (Nb)

in that constellation. The open
or galactic cluster (OCl) known
as the "Beehive" can be located
between the Gemini twins and Leo.
Coma Berenices ,"The hair of Ber~nice", is another open cluster
(OCl) , between Leo and Bootes.
Try to observe these objects with
unaided eye and binoculars.
--D. David Batch
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Use this scale to
measure angular distances between objects
on diagrams below.
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or dawn. Evening Planets: Venus brilliant in W for 3 hours
after sunset. Mercury low WNW at dusk, 18°-25° from
Venus Apr 4-29. Binoculars help find dim Mars nearby
arou~~ Apr 8. Saturn, near S~ica, rises in ENE .n.ear end
of tWilight Apr 1. By Apr 21 It reaches opposition and
is already up at dusk.
Special ASTRONOMY DAY issue; may be
reproduced for free distribution.
3 Evening:
4
0
Jupiter*

Look early for
Mercury, 25° from
Venus and 5 ° from
Mars. Binoculars help.
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Moon at Last Quarter,
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sunup, Moon near
Teapot in Sagittarius.
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you can spot the old
Moon rising.
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Pleiades
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Moon occults (covers)
Jupiter. Best seen from
Hawaii and southwestern
U.S. See box before
April 1.
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PLANET ARIUM
ACOUSTICS
William R. Hoffman and Earl A. Everett
Q Audio
Reno, Nevada

Fleischmann Planetarium
University of Nevada Reno

The primary function of the planetarium is generally
held to be a realistic presentation of the nighttime sky.
Therefore, the primary design requirements of the planetarium theater become the needs of the star projection
system, its hemispherical projection screen and (hopefully)
special effect alcoves and control systems. Other design
criteria, including acoustical ones, become secondary.
For those planetaria which offer live lectures exclusively,
utilizing the lung/larynx sound system of the lecturer, the
acoustical environment of the theater has a minimal impact upon their overall presentation. For those planetaria
which present programs containing significant portions of
taped audio, however, the acoustics of their theater play
a major role in the impact of their programs. Unfortunately, when it comes to our theater's acoustical behavior, most
of us have a poor-to-non-existent theoretical knowledge,
and a limited practical knowledge, which is probably
based upon only one geographical location, the instrument console. Our acoustical knowledge is occasionally
"augmented" by a comment from one of our patrons,
generally something to the effect of " ... a really great
sound system!"
Are such comments justified?
Generally not, no matter how 'good' our sound systems really are. Even the largest investment in quality
sound reproduction equipment cannot overcome a poor
listening environment, and the typical planetarium theater
presents several technical obstacles to good acoustics.
Given the time, effort, and care that is typically expended
in the production of the best possible audio source tape,
it is astounding how little attention has been paid to the
acoustical environment which our soundtracks must transcend before reaching their audience.
A typical planetarium theater uses a perforated aluminum dome, with its loudspeaker system located behind
it. This placement is generally the result of several compromises, but has its own set of problems. The sound sources
are diffused greatly by the perforated dome. The reflection
characteristics of the dome eliminate many of the directional effects we associate with stereo. Additionally, the
symmetrical form of the dome creates very strong standing

waves in the theater. In order to investigate these phenomena, various measurements were made at the Fleischmann
Planetarium, Reno, Nevada. The measurements fell into
two basic areas: frequency response of the sound system
as measured within the theater, including effects of the
dome, and room reverberation time (RT 60), as a function
of frequency, for the theater.
The Fleischmann Planetarium's theater consists of a
30-foot diameter perforated aluminum dome, with 50 seats
in a unidirectional arrangement. The center of the dome
floor area is taken up with a Minolta Series IIB projector,
a 35mm 'fisheye' motion picture projection system, and the
special effects and instrument control consoles. The loudspeaker system consists of four JBL 001 loudspeakers
located equidistant around and behind the dome. The
loudspeakers are approximately 6 feet above the spring
line, which is six feet six inches above the theater floor.
The speakers are wired for stereo. There is no alcove.
The measurements for SPL/frequency response were
made over the range of 40Hz to 10kHz at three points
within the theater, and one point behind the dome. Within
the theater, the points were at the center of the dome, the
half-radius point, and approximately 8 inches from the
theater wall. The height of the microphone was six feet six
inches above the floor. The response was taken with a
calibrated sweep generator, and was also
from an oscilloscope for aid in plotting.
Figure 1 is the response of one of the ~VU.U-"lfJVU~"",vJl"
taken in the near field following the method of
This is not the anechoic response of the loudspeaker, but
represents the sound of the system as located behind the
dome, and may be compared to the response curves taken
within the theater in order to assess the effect of the dome
upon the audio. Figures 2, 3, and 4 are the response
curves taken within the theater. Examination of any of
these three figures shows that the frequency response is
very irregular, and inspection of all three shows very
clearly an evenly -spaced standing wave pattern" Since
the seating area is irregular and very acoustically
ive, these nodal patterns are a result of the symmetrical
dome. Since these standing waves pose a large stumbling
block to good acoustics in our theaters, it is ironic that they
are probably the reason for most of the complimentary
comments we receive from our patrons" This phenomenon
is identical to the vocal enhancement heard while singing
in the shower ~ the standing waves make us think we sound
better than we are, Nonetheless, standing waves in our
domes pose large problems.
It was also found that sound is passed into the theater

9

from the loudspeakers by two means: direct transmission
and diaphragmatic transmission. Direct transmission is that
sound which passes through the perforations directly.
The dome at the Fleischmann Planetarium has a ratio of
(hole area / dome surface area) of approximately 0.1 O.
This was found to present a moderate acoustical impedance. Calculations show that changing this ratio slightly
would not appreciably affect sound radiation,. Most of the
sound passing through the dome to the theater is the result
of direct transmission. Some sound, however, is apparently
transmitted into the theater by mechanical excitation of
the dome surface (diaphragmatic coupling).
It was found that the dome has a bandpass transmission characteristic centered around 400Hz, with a range of
approximately 4 octaves. An electrical circuit analog would
be a simple series L-C-R where 2
L = effective mass of dome (MM)
C = compliance of surface (C M)
R = mechanical stiffness of structure (RM)
Since exact knowledge of the mass, stiffness and compliance are not known for our dome, and indeed are probably
unknown for most others, no further work was done on
this example.
The room's time constant, or reverberation time (the
rate of decay of sound power in the theater) with no audience present was measured, and is shown in Figure 5.
The initial transient sound was produced by the explosion
of a small balloon which was fust firmly inflated, and then
sharply punctured. This was chosen over an electric sparkdischarge or other means, because of the greater lowfrequency energy generated. From Figure 5, it can be inferred that the broadband rate of decay is approximately
28 dB per 500 msec., and that the time for the sound
power level to drop by 60 dB is approximately 1.1 seconds, well within the range of values for good listening.
In addition to the balloons, single-cycle tone bursts were
applied to the loudspeakers, and the resulting sound pressure decay was again recorded by photographing the CRT
of an oscilloscope, and plotted in Figure 6. Note the transmission effects of the dome, which not only permit sound
to travel outward from behind, but also allow it back inward again, where it is either trapped, or absorbed by the
insulation behind the dome.
Calculated values for RT 60 were prepared from the
standard equations 3 for comparison purposes with those
observed. For example, at 500Hz, the center of the dome
transmission characteristic, the calculated value of RT 60
is .142 sec., while the observed value (Fig. 6) is approximately .580 sec. Thus, the calculated value is in error by
about a factor of 4. More recent work on RT 60 calculations 4 gives an even lower calculated value. This is a prime
10

example of where actual planetarium acoustics differ significantly from those which would be expected from conventional acoustical calculation.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Speaker placement within the planetarium presents
many problems. The optimum solution would give linear
frequency response and a strong directional effect. Unfortunately, the physical requirements of the primary design criteria preclude such an ideal solution, and various
compromises must be sought. One nearly-ideal solution,
from an acoustical point of view, would be for each patron
to receive his own set of headphones. This, however, would
undoubtedly present other problems, and is generally impractical. Another solution giving good frequency response
is the use of a number of loudspeakers mounted within the
theater. This method's drawback, though, is ~ts poor-to'non-existent directional effect (Le., stereo). But if the
speakers were wired into a joystick arrangement, and a
monaural sound track used, some interesting effects could
be produced. Overall, for most planetariums, the best
compromise seems to be the one which has already been
worked out, i.e., the placement of the loudspeakers behind the dome. As this paper has detailed, such placement degrades linear frequency response, and muddies
directional effects. Some specific recommendations are
as follows:

1. Speakers
when mounting speakers behind the
dome, putting them up relatively high seems best. Mount
them as close to the dome surface as possible, and tilt them
down toward the audience. Removing a section of the
dome immediately in front of each loudspeaker, and replacing it with a section of treated cloth, would solve
the problem associated with the dome's filtration, while
greatly improving bass and high-end response. It is realized
that this approach also presents new problems, but in the
authors' opinion should be investigated further. Four
speakers wired in stereo pairs can even out the sound heard
in the theater, but at the cost of decreased stereo imaging.
Four speakers can also be wired into a Hafler circuit, which
provides a pseudo 4-channel sound. Most planetarium
speaker wire runs are in excess of 50 feet, causing substantial transmission loss if smaller wire sizes are used.
One of the cheapest improvements you can make to your
sound system is to replace your present speaker wire
with a product called "Monster Cable". In the Fleischmann
Planetarium's theater, for a given volume setting, the use of
Monster Cable gave a significantly louder sound.
2. Equalization - in addition to the uneven frequency
response caused by standing waves, it can be seen that the

soundtrack recording is risky, at best.

dome acts as a filter, which greatly inhibits the transmission
of bass frequencies, and to a lesser extent, the treble ones.
Because of these factors, attempting detailed equalization
using a graphic equalizer in the sound system is useless, and
a waste of money. A graphic equalizer can prove marginally useful in eliminating mechanical excitations of the
dome itself, especially when the sound level is unusually
high (such as during typical laser shows), but it cannot
linearize the frequency response curve for more than one
location in the dome. Bass response can be dramatically
improved by the addition of sub-woofer speakers within the
theater itself. Since the low-frequency wavelengths are
large when compared to the theater dimensions, no directional (stereo) effects are perceived, and audience member proximity to a source of low-frequency energy is not
bothersome, due to the Fletcher-Munson effect. Thus,
your patrons won't be blown away by sub-woofers in the
theater area, as they would by large (regular) loudspeakers,
but will only perceive a greatly improved bass effect. As a
result of this study, the Fleischmann Planetarium has added
a set of sub-woofers, and the improvement has been excellent. Trying to compensate for theater acoustics during

The authors urge everyone to hook an audio frequency generator into their sound systems and learn the
acoustics of their theaters. Moving to different locations
within the theater will give a new appreciation for the
sound that actually reaches our audiences. At the higher
frequencies, this provides a superb demonstration of standing waves for physics classes. Experiment with different
speaker placements. Because the planetarium theater presents inherent acoustical difficulties, we must strive to
overcome them in every way possible. Otherwise, much
of the quality we try to put into our sound tracks will not
really be appreciated.
This paper is a condensation of a longer, much more
technical work. Copies of the original paper are available
for the cost of duplication (approx. $5.00 each) from:
W.R. Hoffman, Hoffman Engineering, 917-C Willow St.,
Reno, NY 89502. It is hoped that the foregoing may provide some information and insight to those in the planetarium field, and will encourage others in further pursuit
of this subject.
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I.P.S. SURVEY OF THE WORLD'S PLANETARIUMS
PART II (INTERMEDIATE FACILITIES)
Charles F. Hagar

Planetarium Institute
Department of Astronomy
San Francisco State University
Part I of this survey covered 53 Major Planetariums of
the World, and appeared in the previous issue of The Planetarian. This issue presents data on 79 Intermediate-sized
facilities (dome diameters 10 to 15.2 meters -- 32 to 50
feet). Since Part I of this survey covered dome diameters
larger than 14.9 meters, there is some overlap in Parts I and
II. Specifically, there are 16 planetariums which are in
both surveys. These are: Baltimore, Bradenton, Cupertino, Denver, East Lansing, Houston, Memphis, Salt Lake
City, Tucson, USAF Academy, Klagenfurt, Paris, Athens,
Olsztyn, Iwaki-City, and Miyazaki.
Part III of the survey will cover the 30-foot dome size
(9.1 m), and Part IV will cover all sizes less than that. Look
for these in future issues of the Planetarian.
These presentations are only preliminary, and further
analysis of all data will be presented with Part IV of the
survey.

City &
State

Pl anetari urn
Name

USAF Academy, CO
Bri dgeport, CT

USAF

V IV

Henry

G M1

Wes t Hartford, CT
Bradenton, FL

Daytona Beach,FL

Jacksonville, FL

Atlanta, GA
Columbus, GA
Young Harris, GA
Peoria, iL

Rock Island, IL
Bettendorf, IA
Dubuque, IA
Hutchinson,KS

Bowl ing Green,KY
Golden Pond, KY
Sa 1timore, MD
Cantonsville, MO
Deerfield, MA

East Lansing, MI
Wyandotte, MI

Instrument
(*)

Opening
Date

Dome
Diameter
Ft.

Huntsville, AL
Littl erock, AR

Von Braun
UALR
Flandrau

G S-2
M II-B
M IV

De AnzaMino1ta
Schreder

MS 15

1967
9 '75
12 '75
lD '70

33
40
50
50

10.1
12.2
12.2
12.2

IDO
150
146
167

V II-B

7 '79

33

SG 12

5 'BO

4D

10
12.2

35

Denver. CO

Santa Rosa
Jr. College
Mt. San
Antonio C.
Gates

50

Lakewood, CD

Jefferson Co.G

Tucson, AZ

Cupertino, CA
Redding, CA
Santa Rosa, CA
Walnut, CA

S A3P
M IV
M1

1968
7 '68
1963

32

Seatinq Associated
Capacity With (#)
Astr. Soc.
University

lD.l
13.4

90
107

Museum

10 '67
9 '79

40
40

12.2
12.2

180
82

TVA

6 '76
2 '66
5 '75

50
32
40

15.2
9.8

144

Museum

12.2

70
100

College
Academy

S A3P
S Mod C

9 '60
1 '61

33
40

10.1
12.2

70
180

Museum

S A4RPY

4 '71

40

12.2

160

E. $, M

S A4

1970

40

12.2

120

Schoo 1 Di stri ct

S 512
S 5TP
S STP

4 'BD
11 '69
'54

40
40
50

12.2

1977
4 '73

33
40

12.2

61
132
252
48
90

33

10.1

80

College

40

117
149

Museum

512
512

1973
lIB
lIB
STP

10.7

100

College

Norfol k, VA

15.2
10.1

225
125

Museum

10.1

E. S
E, S
College
Museum

College
High School
College

University

High School

College
Museum

Un; versity

High School
High School

College

1965

40

VM lIB
S A3P
S A3P

9 '61
1969
1967

33
40
40

10
12.2
12.2

96
180
140

Museum

VM lIB
G M-l
S 512

4 '78
1 '68
1977

40
40
35

12.2
12.2

16D

Museum

137

Museum

lD.7

60

College

STP
A3P
A4

9 '69
1966
1 '69

40
32
40

12.2
9.1
12.2

100
72
150

E, S
E, S
E, S, M

A4RPY

9 '71
1970

44
33

13.4
10.1

103
82

C, M

V Venus

S 512

1972

33

10.1

91

E, S

4 'BO
1 '78

40
33

12.2
lD.l

B2
73

C, M

College

10 '72

40

12.2

102

College

Stanback Mus V lIB
Francis
S 512
Merion Call.
S 512

12

S 512
M IV
S STP

Pittsylvania G Venus
Co. Schools
Pretlow
S A3P

Virginia Beach,VA V.B.City & S A4RPY
Pub. Schools
Univ. of WY S A4

Laramie, WY

8 '74

12.2
15.2

E, S, M

12.2
12.2

Craigmont
Memphi s
Pink Palace
Hansen

Lake
UT
Chatham, VA

E, S.

33
44

Memphis, TN

College

Museum

1966
1980

Venus

Bays Mt Park SG

E, S, C

Museum

87
III
80
92
89

Kin9sport, TN

B7

195
120+

12.2
12.2
10
9.1
10.1

El Paso Pub. S A4
Schools
Burke Baker S STP
Bl akernore
S A4

64

15.2
12.2

40
40
32
32
33

Houston, TX
Midland, TX

Memphi s, TN

Museum

10 '66

Museu,m

4 '79
1977
9 '68
8 '74

McDonald
S
Pequea Valley S
Reading
S
School Distr
Strait
S

University
College

149

II '78

Warminster, PA

El Paso, TX

Planetarium
Name

12.2

512
512
512
A3P
512

S
S
S
S
S

S A3P
Land Between S 512
the Lakes
Davis
VM IV
Banneker
S A3P
Andrews
VM ll-B

Gilbertsvi lle, PA

40

120
120

Kirkpatrick
Kendall

Reading, PA

1968

Academy

12.2
12.2

Oklahoma City,OK
Portland, OR
Salem, OR

Mansfield, PA
Whitehall, PA

300
125

40
40

Cincinnati
Kent State

Kinzers, PA

15.2
10.1

11 '70
6' 72

Kansas

Youngstown, OH

50
33

3 '77
I '62

1971

Cincinnati. OH
Kent, DH

Randol ph, NJ
Toms River, NJ

Seati ng Associ ated
Capacity With (#)

10
S A4RPY
MS

Trenton. NJ

I~O

Dome
Diameter
Ft.

50
40

Wyandotte
S
Earth &
S
Space Sci
Center
County College
of Morri s
VM
VM
Novins
S

Columbia,

Openi ng
Date

STP
STP
VG Venus

Cosmosphere
Hardin

Northeast
Bronx
Middle
Country
School Dist
Paulucci
Andrus
Abrams

Yonkers, NY

(*)

Lakeview
John Deer
Bettendorf
High School
Heitkamp Mem.G

Bronx, NY
Centereach, NY

Dallas, TX

City &
State

Patterson
Roll ins

Natick H.S.

Drangeburg, SC
florence, SC

I. P. S. SURVEY OF THE WORLD'S PLANETARIUMS
Part 1I: Intermediate Size Facil ities
(Dome diamtl'rs 32 ft - 50 ft; 10 m - 15.2 m)

Daytona
Beach Pltm
Alex. Brest
Harper

Natick, MA
Minneapolis, MN

Hibbing, NY

Comparison, for example, of Part I and Part II with
respect to Personnel, shows that for the intermediate-size
facilities the mean value of the number of personnel is less,
as would be expected, particularly in the U. S. A. and
OTHER. In the U. S. A. the number of part-time personnel
is down, too. Also, there is a difference between the large
and intermediate facilities with respect to use of the planetarium theater. The intermediate facilities cater more to
"school shows" than their "big brothers." This, too, is
expected since many of the intermediates are associated
with educational institutions (school districts, community
colleges, etc.), or civic facilities. It is also to be observed
that many intermediate facilities are closed for two or three
months per year, reflecting the fact that they are associated
with schools and/ or colleges.

du Pont
Gengras
Bishop

Ins trument

University
University

E, S

3 '69

40

12.2

12D

E, S.

7 '64
9 '72

50
40

15.2
12.2

232
12D

Museum

40
40

12.2

110

Museum

50

12.2
15.2

13D
165

Museum

City Pltm.

1977
ID '74
11 '78
11 '65

50

15.2

216

1967

33

10.1

87

1966

40

12.2

18D

9 '69

40

12.2

12D

9 '78

40

12.2

80

E, S, M

E, S.

E, S
College
School Distr
University
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City &
State

Planetarium
Name

Instrument
(*)

Opening
Date

Dome
Diameter
m.

Seating Associated
Capacity With (H)

STATISTICS (cont'd.)

Ft.

SOUTH AMERICA

*******************************************
Rio de
Janeiro,BRASIL
Santa Maria
BRASIL

P1. R.d.J

J

SpMstr

11 '70

41

12.5

138

E, S, U.

P1. da
UFSM

J

SpMstr

12 '71

41

12.5

119

University

* * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * * **

.~

UK& EUROPE

*******************************************
The Pltm.

Armagh,

VM

II

1977

43

13.1

120

Pltm.

197 0

49

14.9

201

t~useum

N. IRELAND

Palais de la

Paris, FRANCE

J SpMstr

Decouverte
Freiburg
W GERMANY
Cottbus, DDR

Fehrenbach

Home made

Ramflug

Klagenfurt
AUSTRIA

Ramfl ug

J
J

Athens
GREECE
Olsztyn
POLAND

Eugenides

Z IV

Lotow

J

1978

31.5

9.6

68
156

Tech. School
Museum

SpMstr

4' 74

40.1 12.2

SpMs tr

5' 77

49

15.0

180

Observatory

6 '66

50

15.2

250

Museum

2 '73

49

15.0

220

E, S, C.

SpMstr

******* * * *** * * ** ** * ****** ***** * ***** ** *

'Ir*

ASIA, ORIENT, AUSTRALASIA, ETC.

** *

********************************************
Gujarat, INDIA

Patel

J

SpMstr

7 '80

42

12.8

Brisbane,AUSTR.

Brisbane

J

SpMstr

5 '78

41

5 '75

49

12 '73

49

Iwaki City, JAPAN Culture Cntr.GM - 15T
City,

Space Musm.

GM - 15T

200

City

12.5

140

City

15.0

250

15.0

208

City
Company

57 E1Paso,TX
58 Houston,TX
59 Midland,TX
60 Kingsport, TN
61 Memphis, TN
62 r~emphi s, TN
63 SaltlakeC.,UT
64 Chatham,VA
65 Norfolk, VA
66
F7
68
69
70
71
72
73
7t1.
75
76
77
78
79
80

10%
10%
1M
40%

58,000

SPITZ - 41

(A3P:

City

4

140,000

14

14

80%

10

Huntsvi lle,AL

JOOO

~OOO

24,600

24,600

Tucson, AZ

8~100

92,300

4

Cupertino, CA

19,600 (pltm) 2~200
6\600 (light)68JOO

5

Redding, CA

~OOO

6

SantaRosa,CA

7

Walnut,CA

10, A4: 5, A4RPY:

30

60,000
16,100

64,000

3

3

92%

4, 5 ... 2: 13, STP: 8, Mod

(J 5pacemastel'

c:

Denver, CO

2ilZ300

181~00

42j000

4SpOO

USAF Acad,CO

97,200

105)00

Bridgeport,CT
l..Jest Ha rtford, CT 3 ~200

35,500

13

Bradenton, Fl

15.100

50%

20%

19%

18%

55%

15%

13.7%

13.6%

28

1)
U.K. & EUROPE

(7)

43.6%

(7)

OTHER

(6)

60.5%

(5)

90 days

2%

6

10%

18

11/00

21

75%

8

46%
18

52%

15

Jacksonville,Fl72,500

92,000

60%

35%

4%

Atlanta, GA

30%

10%

8,000
2~600

2,500

lOpOO

30%

19600

24800

48%

7)100

e,oOO

10%

5,400

6,900

30%

2o,BOO

2il,000

19

Peoria,ll
Rock [sland,IL
Bettendorf,IA

22

Dubuque,IA

23

Hutchinson, KS

24

Bowling Green,KY 30;000

25

Golden Pond, KY

26

Baltimore,MD

27

Cantonsville,MD

1%
145

~800

21,600

21

10

12n
(li9 ht )

16

20

47%

11
2%

4

80%

30pOO

30%

19,BOO

70%

104.000

104,000

80%

9,000

12,000

10%

120

6%

40%

30%
30

20%
15%

10%

60%

20%

75%

10%

54.5%

45.5%

29

Natick,MA

30

Minneapolis,MN

69,000

72,700

31

Bronx, NY

22,500

35,000

32

Centereach, NY

52,500

55,000

33

Hibbing,NY

65%

34

Yonkers,NY

40%

20
100
180
120

1%

65

90%

82,600

87,100

36%

36

Wyandotte.MI

8,300

11,500

15%

37

Columbla, MO

6,500

7,000

38

Randolph,NJ

13,400

14,500

39

58,500

Eastlansing,:'lI

90
60%

55

19,800

Deerfield, MA

10%

15

25%

15%

Toms RlVer, NJ

55,500

Trenton,NJ

65,700

71,700

43%

Cincinnati, OH

44,800

48,900

49%

42

Kent,OH

5,500

6,200

35%

43

Youngstown, OH

44

Oklahoma City, OK 58,200

8%

2%
55
25%

100

10%
1%

71,900
208,900
10,200

37,000

40,000

10
19%

45

Portland, OR

46

Salem, OR

47

Warminster,PA

48

Kinzers, PA

6,100

6,200

50

Reading, PA

35,000

37.000

51

~ansfield,

PA

7,800

9,000

52

',.,Ihitehall, PA

4,800

4,800

190

53

Gilbertsvl11e,PAl1,600

11,100

40

54

Orangeburg, SC

5,300

55

Florence, SC

7,000

8,400

9,500

15,000

5,300

80%

tation during the Vancouver conference of their new
road-show production entitled "Cassandra". "However," Mike says, "all conference attendees were not
permitted to attend. Invitations were surreptitiously
slid under lodging room doors in the middle of the
night to the selected 'elite' of the profession .. When
I questioned a member of the MacMillan staff about
the propriety of such elitism, the staff member ...
told me that the (Armada) people ran it this way to
'keep the riff-raff of the profession away.' "

21
120

10%

41

7,700

11

105

85%

40

185,200
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80%

20%

Young Harris,GA

164

98%

20,000

560allas,TX

8

54.5%. 3
(light shows)

50%

140aytonaBeach,FL2qooo

Columbus, GA

14

10

25%

11
12

35

-

END

34%

I_akewood, CO

28

1%

9)

50%

9

18

7%

PERCENT USE OF PlMIETARIUM THEATER

Recently Zeiss ""'

9pOO

8
10

21
30

5

Attendance
(4-yravg.)

littlerock,AR

1

30
30

30'
50<

40,000
120,000
140,000
96,000
12,000

STATISTICS
,;

5%

50'
40%

(7)

(.'1-1: 3, S-2: 1, G-12: 2, Venus: 4, GM-1ST: 2)

~

30 (CraigmJt)
15 (PinkP.)

(6)

(20.5%) (JIB, 9, IV, 5, M5-10, 1, M5-15, 1,)

JEANOPTIK (E. Germany) -

60%
10%
80%

'166)

Z = Zeiss (W. Germ.);

VIEWLEX or MINOLTA - 16

-

Number of
Number
ShowTitles:Jays
per Year
Closed/yr.

49,800
82,800
40,000
20,000
35,000
60,000
171.000
23,700
11,000
23,500
8,000
50,000
203,000
10,900

A. FULL TIME STAFF

Number of Instruments by Manufacturer:

(52.56%)

77,800

Attend,lnce
(Hiqhest
Annual)

********************************"******"**********************

U.K. & EUROPE

ZEISS (W. Germany) - ~

46,900

40.000
17,500
30,500
52,500
139,500
21,100
8,100
Virginia8each,VA23,000
Larami e, W~
7,800
Armagh,N.lreland37,500
Paris, France
159,000
Freiburg,W.GERM.
8,300
Cottbus,DDR
54,800
Klagenfurt,AUSTR.40,000
Athens, GREECE
93,800
Olsztyn,POlANO
132,500
RiodeJaneirl!l,8 51,500
SantaMaria, 8
9,300
Gujarat,lNDIA
128,300
8risbane,AUSTRL. 53,000
!wakiCitY,JAP
15,600
Miyazaki City. J. 49,800

* * ******* * * * * ** ** ** * * ****** * **** * **** * * ** * ** * *
(*) NOTE: G = Goto; V = Viewlex; M = flinolta; S = Spitz;

Attendance
(4-yravg.)

CHy

:J

10%

The Board of Regents of Michigan State University,
who - while doing everything possible to make it
impossible for Abrams Planetarium to survive
hired a new football coach, at a salary higher than
that of the University president or the Governor of
the State of Michigan.

100
14%

40

14%

12%

50%
10%

10%

64%

10%

(Have your own candidates for "Kudos & Castigations"?
Just send them along to me, and we'll place the appreciation/blame where it's due. JW)
END

ARE MORE BABIES BORN
UNDER A FULL MOON?
Folklore credits the moon with influence on the
weather and crops, on insanity and romance. Having frequently heard that the maternity ward is busiest at full
moon, curiosity prompted me to investigate the number
of births versus the phases of the moon. A computer
printout of births occurring daily in the state of Georgia
was obtained for the years 1978, 1979 and 1980. Numbers
of births daily and phases of the moon versus the date were
plotted on graphs.

If the full moon causes a rise in birth numbers, what
force would it be exerting? Recall that the moon is a solid
sphere, roughly 1/4 the diameter of the earth and 1/64
its mass. Its rocks are composed of the same chemicals
as earth's, but in slightly different proportions. We see the
moon by second-hand light, i.e., reflected sunlight. The
moon lacks a magnetic field, and so exerts no magnetic
force on the earth.
As the moon goes throug.1. its cycle of phases each
29-1/2 days, it travels in an elliptical orbit. The points of
perigee and apogee shift slowly around the orbit so that
each phase may oecur at or near perigee or apogee as the
years advance. At perigee the moon would exert a slightly
greater gravitational pull on the earth than at apogee.
The only known force the moon exerts on the earth
is gravitational. As the earth rotates every 24 hours, the
moon raises tides in its waters and much smaller ones in
its solid crust. Two high and two low tides follow each
other daily around the world.
From pole to pole, each line of longitude in turn experiences a high tide as it spins past the moon and another
high tide about 12-1/2 hours later when it has rotated halfway around. Thus, twice each day the moon would exert
its greatest force on any location. The two low tides occur
approximately when that longitude is 6 hours east or west
of the moon's position. The sun also joins in raising tides
but its greater distance makes that force less noticeable.
At new and full moon, when the sun and moon are in a
straight line with the earth, their combined gravitational
pulls raise the highest high and the lowest low tides of each
month. Tides at new and full moon are called spring tides.
At first and last quarter, when moon and sun form a right

Dorothy E. Beetle
Patterson Planetarium
Columbus, Georgia

angle with earth, the daily difference between high and
low tides is least. These are called neap tides.
If the moon exerts a gravitational effect on births, as
it approaches new or full-phase, particularly if it occurs
near perigee, there should be a rise to the highest birth
numbers for several days. First and last quarter moons,
particularly those near apogee, should show a drop in
birth numbers every month. The curve of birth numbers
ought to rise .sinusoidally to full and new moon and dip
at either quarter (if this theory is correct).
Now, what do the results actually indicate? First,
there was a wide variation in the daily totals. Statewide,
the highest number of births on one day was 352, the lowest 157. There was never a gradual rise or fall in birth
numbers due to a particular lunar phase. The count on successive days generally varied between 15 and 45, but often
ranged between 60 and 100. Once there was a difference of
111 births between 2 days.
Equating high numbers of births with the full moon is
not supported by the data. In three years, only 4 of 37
full moons coincided with high totals. Four times it was
near the lowest count of the month. Seven times the 1J.ew
moon was near the highest count for the month, while
three times it fell on the lowest count of the month. The
dates of highest or lowest birth numbers in any month did
not regularly coincide with any phase or orbital position.
Each year there was a rise in births from late July into
October. Totals fell from December into March and April.
While national holidays showed no effect, there was an apparent enhancement centered on New Year's Day, probably
reflecting income tax deductions and first-baby-of-the-year
races. Thus, there is not a lunar, but a seasonal variation in
births that correlates with indoor human activities during
the cold winter months.
In our brightly-lit cities, it is difficult enough to see
the sky. We live indoors so much that only a few people
actually see what the phase of the moon is on any given
night. I suspect that every time the maternity ward gets
busy, someone says, "There must be a full moon tonight."
While you may enjoy strolling by the light of the silvery
moon, the odds are against your baby being born under a
full one.
END
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ANCIENT MONUMENT
Lee T. Shapiro

Morehead Planetarium
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Trivia question: What momentous event took place on
March 2, 1972?
Answer: The official "dedication" of the longest living
construct that humanity is ever likely to produce.
Actually, most people who thought they knew the
answer to this question would likely have said the launch
of Pioneer 10: the first spacecraft to venture beyond Mars,
to safely navigate through the asteroid belt; the first spaceship to sail past Jupiter, or the first ship to be launched
that will eventually escape the solar system. (Voyager 1
will escape the solar system before Pioneer 10 does but
it was launched later.)
,
All of those are true, but pause for a few moments to
consider the implications.
Pioneer 10 has, of course, been followed by Pioneer 11
and the two Voyager spacecraft. Other spacecraft will
eventually follow.
Some of them will gradually pass
Pioneer 10 and be further away from the Earth (Voyager 1
will do it in the 1990s, even though it is headed in nearly
the opposite direction-osee Figure No.1). However, these
will all have been launched later than Pioneer 10, and thus
will be younger.

A number of spacecraft have been launched prior to
Pioneer 10. They, however, are all trapped within our
solar system and will eventually end in decaying orbits
carrying them down to destruction on some planet or
perhaps the sun. In some cases it will come sooner than
expected as in the case of Skylab, while in others it will
take a long time, such as the Viking orbiters circling Mars.
On a time scale of a few thousand years, at most, they will
be gone.
There are also many ancient constructs, such as Stonehenge or the Pyramids, found on the Earth. But because
they lie within our atmosphere, they are up against all of its
erosional forces. True, they have lasted for a few thousand
years, but already they show great injury. Will they still
be here after a few tens of thousands of years or a few
hundreds of thousands of years? Likely not.
Pioneer 10 is not in Earth's eroding environment.
Currently it is in interplanetary space. We already know
that our moon, subject to much weaker erosional forces
has features that are more than four billion years old~
Pioneer 10, heading out into interstellar space, is likely to
encounter even weaker forces and thus will suffer only
negligibly. The chances of it colliding with any planet or
star are infinitesimal. Therefore, it is likely to wander
among the stars for an incredible length of time, perhaps
for a billion years, perhaps even until the next collapse of
the universe (if we live in an oscillating universe).
Thus, in the space of two short decades, we have witnessed not only the launching of the first human being into
space and the first person to set foot on another world
but also the creation of the longest living work that human~
ity will ever produce.

Figure #1
Trajectories of Pioneer 10 & 11
and Voyagers I & 2. courtesy of
NASA Ames Research Center.

VOYAGER 1

END
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PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
Jeanne E. Bishop

I am extremely pleased to greet you as IPS President
for 1983-84. I am fortunate to follow Bill Peters, who has
kept me posted on a variety of issues within the last two
years. It should be noted that Bill lacked the normal twoyear period as President-Elect; he took that position a half a
year before he became President. Thanks, Bill, for a superb
job, including the resolution of some difficult problems.
As I reflect on the contents ofletters Bill has sent, our
phone conversations, and Council meetings, I am aware of
the many responsibilities that fall upon the President. With
help of Council, I hope to step through these as thoughtfully and as thoroughly as has Bill.
A high priority of IPS is to facilitate communication
among planetarium professionals. It is my goal to sharpen
IPS communications.

It is now economically necessary to incorporate the
former President's Newsletter into the Planetarian as Bill
has explained. However, the timeliness of ite~s once
published in a separate newsletter will be maintained.
Under the dynamic direction of Jordan Marche' II as Editor
and John Wharton as Publications Chairperson, and with
new procedures established by Council at the Vancouver
meeting, the Planetarian should never again lag behind its
committed publication schedule. You may be disappointed that the President's Newsletter had to be joined with the
journal, but an on-time quarterly issue with a news section
will be recognized as a fine communication medium for a
professional society with fewer than 1,000 members.
I urge you to consider writing an article for your
journal. Look through a Planetarian issue or past conference proceedings for topic ideas. Everyone has knowledge
and experiences which can and should be shared. A note
responding to an article or column, printed in a Letters
section, is often as enlightening as a full-length article.
Why not make it a personal goal to contribute at least once
to our Planetarian?

Since IPS Council meets only once each year, other
Presidents have made a practice of occasionally mailing
letters to Council members on pertinent issues, with request
for a vote or an opinion. I plan to continue the idea in the
new form of a Council Bulletin. The Bulletin will usually
be more frequent than the journal, will have almost no
lag-time for publication, and will provide Council with
details of my correspondence which could have possible
wide interest. I will request opinions on many issues.
I value each member's opinions. If you would like to
help me establish a course of action for various issues which
I regard as important, I invite you to respond to questions
that I will place with my President's Message in each issue
of the journal. The first "President's Forum" appears at
the bottom of this letter.
The very best communication takes place at our conferences. Eollowing our excellent 1982 conference in Vancouver, hosted by David Hurd and other staff of the H. R.
MacMillan Planetarium, we now look forward to another
in Monterrey, Mexico during the summer of 1984. Host
Ro berto Ortiz of the Cultural Center is planning an extremely worthwhile experience. He has the assistance of
both the Mexican Planetarium Association and the Southwestern Association of Planetariums. (Perhaps a precedent
has been established for affiliates to assist a host institution, as the Planetarium Association of Canada assisted with
the Vancouver conference.)
The plan for Monterrey IS Impressive. A theme of
archaeoastronomy will integrate talks to be given by experts, so that optional side trips to observe the existing
ruins will be particularly meaningful. The usual wide array
of member papers on educational, technological and, philosophical topics will form the heart of the agenda, with
possible workshops and seminars. Roberto and his dedicated team of planners will make efforts to keep your conference costs down while still including certain comforts
(for instance, air conditioning, which is not found in university residence halls of Monterrey!). You will be participating in an historical meeting at Monterrey, for it will
be the first held in a country which has a different national
language. I hope you will be able to be there.

PRESIDENT'S FORUM
A good communications network has built-in opportunities for receiving detailed information and giving feedback, as well as disseminating critical information. In IPS,
Council Representatives from the affiliated regions provide
this for members. You can learn details about issues presented and decisions made at the annual Council meetings,
and report personal and group concerns, by contacting
your affiliate Representative.

Issue:

There is a widespread decline of support for
planetariums in educational institutions across the
United States. Although the U. S. still has the
majority of world planetariums, in the last several
years many public school and college planetariums
have either been closed or have had to greatly
reduce offerings. Personnel in these planetariums
continued to pg. 25
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I. P. S. NEWSLETTER
John Wharton

A NOTE FROM THE PUBLICATIONS CHAIRMAN
The IPS publications program has undergone major
changes in the past six months, the most important of
which is a more streamlined plan of operations. The thrust
of the plan is to eliminate as many steps in the publication process as possible.
As you've no doubt noticed, the PLANETARIAN is
now up to date and on schedule. By now you also should
have received the elusive Technical Effects Special Report.
And, you will shortly be receiving a new, updated Planetarium Directory. The sweeping changes made in the area
of publications at the IPS conference in Vancouver seem to
be working.
Arriving at the conference as newly-appointed Publications Chairman, I found an overwhelming flood of encouragement. Already-overworked colleagues offered to
assist the publications cause in every way possible. Constructive criticism and valuable suggestions came pouring in.
And just as heartening was the number of delegates who
just stopped to say "Good Luck".
In Vancouver, and after the conference, I've found
many new reasons to feel encouraged about the future of
IPS publications.
There's Jordan Marche', who took on the alreadydemanding duties of Editor of the PLANETARIAN, and
the formidable task of getting our journal caught up and
back on track. You've seen the results of his efforts in your
mail box, and what a sweet sight it's been!
There's the IPS Council
the officers and regional
representatives of our organization, who voiced concerns,
made suggestions, and lended support. In particular, there's
Bill Peters, Walt Tenschert, Jeanne Bishop, Dave Batch, and
Jimmy Hooks, who - over the course of council meetings,
bull sessions, and numerous chats -- provided much support
and guidance.
There's Ron Hartman, who for ten years volunteered his time and services as Publishing / Circulation Director,
providing to IPS quality products and fiscal savings; savings
great enough that membership dues could remain unchanged for nearly a decade.
There are people like John Cotton, Tom Clarke, and
Doris Forror, who freely offer to take on the sometimesmassive demands of special publications.
18

And there is you, the membership. The many individuals who have shared with us their expertise, advice, and
comments as contributors to publications. And the many
more who, I hope, will contribute their talents in the future. Everyone, regardless of programing philosophy or
dome size, has something significant to say, and I encourage
you to do so.
Please be assured that your contribution will not be
in vain.
NORM SPERLING'S 1983 ASTRO~CONVENTION
CALENDAR
Group(s)

Site

Date

AAAS/NASW

Detroit, MI

26-31 May

AAE/NSTA

Dallas, TX

7-10 April

AAS

Minneapolis, MN

19-22 June

AA VSO (spring) - see RASCAA VSO (fall)

Boston, MA

AL/ ALPO /SER

Jacksonville Beach, FL 1-6 August

APS

Baltimore, MD

18-21 April

ASP/WAA

Kona Coast, HI

13-19 June

Astrophoto V

Moorpark College, CA 5 March

AstroAssembly

Seagrave Obs., RI

1 October

Apollo Rdzvs.

Mus. of Nat. Hist.,
Dayton,OH

June

BAP

Liverpool Museum Plm.May

CAS/SCA/CAP

Univ. of Victoria, B.C. June

DPS

Cornell Univ.,
Ithaca, NY

EMPA

Eugenides PIm., Athens

Ethnoastronomy Smithsonian NASM,
Wash., D.C.
GLAS

Toledo,OH

GLPA/MAPS

Strasenburgh PIm.,
Rochester, NY

GPPA

October

17-20 October

5-9 September

20-23 May
October

ISEF

Albuquerque, NM

MSR

Des Moines, IA

PAC

Mus. of Man & Nat.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba

August

PPA (spring)

Shasta PIm.,
Redding, CA

6-8 May

PPA (fall)

Mt. San Antonio &
Riverside Colleges,
Riverside, CA

November

RASC / AA VSO / Quebec City
AGAA

8-13 May

19-23 May

Riverside TMC

Camp Oakes,
Big Bear, CA

RMP A (spring)

Gates Plm., Denver, CO April

SEPA

Science Mus. of
August
Virginia, Richmond, VA

Stellafane

Springfield, VT

5-7 August

SWAP

McDonald Obs.,
Ft. Davis, TX

7-9 April

SWR

McDonald Obs. area

8-12 June

27-30 May

INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMY DAY: 23 April
-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-~.-.-.-.-

APPLY NOW FOR N.A.S. FUNDING AWARDS
Applications are now being accepted by the National
Academy of Science's V.M. Slipher Committee, for " .. projects that enhance the public's understanding of astronomy.
Proposals dealing with any aspect of public education in
astronomy are eligible for funding." The awards have no
pre-set dollar amount, but the Committee points out that
"'proposals for more than $1,000 will need to be especially
deserving to receive full funding." Applicants should keep
in mind the following set of criteria: 1.) Project objectives
and procedures-to-be-followed should be outlined in concise terms; i.) The budget page should identify how funds
will be spent, and should note any other funds allocated both direct and in-kind; 3.) Proposals should be no more
than three typewritten pages in length; 4.) Applications
must be postmarked by May 23, 1983. Notification of
grants will be made around July 15. For more information,
or to submit an application, write to: Dennis Schatz, Chairman, V.M. Slipher Committee, c/o Pacific Science Center,
200 Second Avenue North, Seattle, WA 98109.

THE GIBBOUS GAZETTE
Welcome to a new department of the PLANETARIAN! With the retirement of the IPS President's Newsletter, so too has passed its "Items of Interest" news brief
column. Actually, "Items of Interest" isn't dead; it's just
been reincarnated.
As with "Items of Interest," "The Gibbous Gazette"
will serve to briefly fill you in on news and events which
affect the planetarium community. Your contributions
are not only welcome, but needed! If any timely news slips
into your dome that you'd like to share with your colleagues, please dash it off - via your Xerox, a postcard, or
just some quick notes on the back of an old planet-setting
sheet - to me at: Omniplex Science & Arts Museum, 2100
N. E. 52nd Street, Oklahoma City, OK 73111.
ELECTION RESULTS
The ballots - over 300 of them - are in, and the
1982 IPS elections are history. Two fine candidates for
president-elect made it a tight race, with Alan Friedman
narrowly edging Dennis Simopoulos. Jack Dunn was named executive secretary, and Walt Tenschert was retained as
the perennial treasurer/membership chairman.
IPS DUES INCREASE
The inevitable has occurred. As of January 1 of this
year; membership dues in IPS were increased to $34. Dues
in the Society had remained unchanged for ten years, while
world -wide inflation spiraled merrily upward. In Vancouver' the IPS Council determined that, in order to successfully provide the services - particularly publications the membership expects and deserves, cash flow into the
organization had to increase. If you haven't yet renewed,
please consider the many valuable aspects of IPS membership, and the ongoing growth and progress taking place in
the Society. We'd hate for you to be left out!

AND YOU THOUGHT VANCOUVER WAS NICE
The 94th annual meeting of the Astronomical Society
of the Pacific will be held June 13 - 19 in Hawaii. Highlighting the week's events will be a symposium entitled
"The Renaissance in High Resolution Spectroscopy: New
Techniques and Frontiers;" a full-day nontechnical lecture
series on new developments in astronomy, featuring prominent astronomers and co-sponsored by the Planetary
Society; a teacher's workshop; a visit to Volcanoes National
Park; and a tour of the observatories on Mauna Kea. The
conference sites will be at the Uni;ersity of Hawaii in Honolulu on the island of Oahu, and at the Keauhou Beach
Hotel on the Kona Coast of the island of Hawaii. For more
information, contact the A.S.P. at 1290 24th Avenue, San
Francisco, CA 94122.
RON WANTS TO KNOW IF YOU GUYS WOULD CONSIDER AN 18.3 METER DOME
The Nature Center of Lee County in Ft. Myers,
Florida, is searching for a used planetarium instrument,
suitable for a dome in the 9-to-12 meter range. If you
know of such an instrument, or happen to have one tucked
away, contact: Robert Taylor, Director, Nature Center of
Lee County, P.O. Box 06023, Ft. Myers, FL 33906.
HE MAKES DOME CALLS
Veteran Goto and Minolta instrument technician
Kosuke Sasaki reports he is now the authorized service representative for Minolta's planetarium division. If you'd
like to look into services for your Minolta or ViewlexMinolta instrument, contact: Sasaki Associates, 90 Arch
Drive, Holbrook, NY 11741.
IF IT'S TUESDAY, THIS MUST BE STONEHENGE
Hansen Planetarium has a new star show available
for distribution this spring, "The Dawn of Astronomy."
Dealing with the "latest findings and theories about Man's
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earliest astronomical discoveries," the program package tapes, slides, script, and teacher's guide - is being made
available to keep for $85. Funding was provided by the
National Endowment for the Humanities. For more information, contact: Lissa Hepner, Program Distribution Manager, Hansen Planetarium, 15 South State Street, Salt Lake
City, UT 84111. (Hansen also has their new Astronomical
Publications catalog out, as well as a catalog of other
available show kits.)
NEW SHOW KIT SOURCE ENTERS MARKET
Former planetarian Garry Stasiuk announces five
show kits available from Stasiuk Enterprises. Two are public-orien ted:
"The Scorpius-Sagittarius Connection " (a
spring-summer sky show), and "Voyage to a Green Planet"
(a children's show). The other three shows are schooloriented: "Introduction to a Planetarium" (grades K - 2),
"Planets, Comets and the Night Sky" (grades 3 - 5), and
"The E.T.'s; Where Are They?" (grades 6-12). According to
Garry, the kits include visuals, tape, script, and delivery in
ten days. Any two shows, says Garry, can be purchased for
$500. Stasiuk Enterprises is also offering original planetarium music by Paul Nelson: a sunrise-sunset piece (on
tape) for $50, and a half-speed master album "Vortex," for
$10 plus shipping. For more information, contact: Stasiuk
Enterprises, 3150 N.E. 30th, Portland, OR 97212.
A PLANETARIAN'S BOOK OF DREAMS?
The National Audio-Visual Association has come out
with the 28th edition of their "Audio-Visual Equipment
Directory." Over 500 pages long, the Directory features
listings and information on more than 2,000 A-V items,
such as projectors, tape decks, and video equipment. The
cost is $23 per copy. For more information, contact:
National Audio-Visual Association, 3150 Spring Street,
Fairfax, VA 22031.
HOW CAN YOU NOT TRUST A MAN IN
PURPLE TIGHTS?
Strasenburgh Planetarium's Captain Science (a.k.a.
Don Hall) has been at it again; the new Strasenburgh show
kit catalog is out. Among new offerings are: "Strangers
Around the Sun," "Star Travelers" (a family show), "Ultimates of the Universe," and "Searching for Life." For
more information, write the good captain at Strasenburgh
Planetarium, Rochester Museum & Science Center, P.O.
Box 1480, Rochester, NY 14603.
LET'S SEE HOW THE LEGISLATORS IN ARKANSAS
HANDLE THIS
First he was a planetarian. Then an astro-journalist.
Now, Norm Sperling announces he is the creator of Everything in the Universe. Actually, "Everything in the Universe" is the name of Norm's new business, a source for a
variety of books, star catalogs and atlases, slides, telescopes
and accesso'ries, astro murals, even lectures! Norm's catalog
shows he's tuned in to the needs of planetarians; besides, it
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makes for marvelous reading. You can find Everything in
the Universe at 429 43rd Street, Oakland, CA 94609.
"IF YOU COULD DRIVE TO THE SUN AT 55 MILES AN
HOUR, IT WOULD TAKE 193 YEARS TO GET THERE"
This is one of the many gems in The Cosmic Mindboggling Book, by Neil McAleer. Published by Warner
Books, this soft cover uses the tour-through-the-universe
format and wonderful down-to-Earth analogies. It's fun to
read, and could come in very useful. (Thank you, Dee!)
DON'T FORGET THE POPCORN
Gary Mechler - former planetarian and now public
information officer for Kitt Peak - reports that the following 16mm films are available for loan through his office: (
"J ourney into Light," "Skies of the Andes," "Stars, Galaxies, and the Southern Skies," and two new releases "Science: Woman's Work" and "The Observatories." ("The
Observatories" sounds particularly interesting. The NSFproduced 27-minute long film tours six major facilities in
North and South America, and explains in lay terms the
workings of modern optical and radio astronomy.) All five
films are in color with soundtracks. Write: Films, Public
Information Office, Kitt Peak National Observatory, P.O.
Box 26732, Tucson, AZ 85726.
FROM THE AUDIOPHILE'S FILE
Jack Dunn, IPS's new executive secretary and exofficio executive audio enthusiast, wants to make sure
that the membership received the "Tomita sampler" album
during the past year. If you didn't get yours, contact Jack
at the Mueller Planetarium, University of Nebraska State
Museum, 14th & U Streets, Lincoln, NB 68588. (Thanks
to Jack and RCA for making the Tomita records available
to IPS members!)
NEWS FROM NESSIE
Mark Petersen of Loch Ness Productions in Denver
announces their latest music "back pack"
background
music specifically designed for use in planetarium shows.
Mark reports that the new "back pack" (number eight in
the series) is the first to be performed on his new Prophet 5
synthesizer. Cost for the new "back pack" is the same as
previous efforts: $25 plus tape cost (a very reasonable
price for very usable music, which is also copyright hasslefree). Mark also reminds us that in addition to the music
'back packs" - Loch Ness offers complete-except-for-visuals show kits, as well as custom soundtracks. "Nessie" resides at Maximum Sound Studios, 2555 17th Street, Denver, CO 80211
WHICH VERSION OF "SPACE CRUISER YAMATO"
DO YOU WANT?
If you enjoy motion picture soundtracks, you might
be interested in receiving each month a catalog listing hundreds of soundtrack recordings, including a large number of
sci-fi movie scores. Also featured are rare and obscure
albums. Prices are fairly reasonable, even for collector's

items. Contact: Sound Track Album Retailers, P.O. Box 7,
Quarryville, PA 17566.
MATCHMAKER, MATCHMAKER
One of the truly significant volunteer contributions
to the planetarium profession continues to be carried out
by past IPS president Don Hall. The "Job Information Service" allows those seeking planetarium employment to
learn of institutions seeking employees (and vice versa).
If you live in the United States, simply send Don some
self-addressed-stamped-envelopes; you'll receive word of
new openings as they come up, and for as long as your
SASEs hold out. If you live outside the U.S., decide how
many notifications you wish to receive, determine the
appropriate postage from the U.S. to your home, and send
U.S. funds - to cover the mailings. Write:
Don a check
Don Hall, Director, Strasenburgh Planetarium, Rochester
Museum & Science Center, P.O. Box 1480, Rochester, NY
14603. (Thank you, Don, for continuing a valuable service
to the planetarium community!)

Dave Batch, Bob Victor, and a secretary - MSU might as
well believe in the Easter Bunny!) . . . Dr. William A.
Gutsch is now the Chairman of the American MuseumHayden Planetarium in New York City. Bill was previously
astronomer at Rochester's Strasenburgh Planetarium . . .
Fran Biddy of the Strasenburgh was recently promoted;
he's the new producer/astronomer ... Dr. Mark S. Sonntag,
previously education director at the Hansen Planetarium,
is now director of the Aldrin Planetarium in West Palm
Beach, Florida ... IPS president-elect Alan Friedman was
recently in Paris to consult on a new facility which will
reportedly include a Digistar under a small hemispheric
dome, and an OMNIMAX and Spitz STS in a large spacetheater format.
KUDOS AND CASTIGATIONS
And now, a special regular department of "Gibbous
Gazette", recGgnizing those who work for - and against the profession.
KUDOS TO:

YOU'D HAVE TO SACRIFICE A LOT FOR THIS JOB
One of the most unusual planetariums in the world
will be completed sometime this year in Oman, on the
southeast coast of the Arabian peninsula. According to
Sasaki Associates, the facility will feature a Minolta MS-8
under a 9.1 meter dome. What will make this particular installation peculiar is that the planetarium will reportedly
be housed in the palace of the Sultan of Oman. And, yes,
the Sultan is said to have a harem in the palace.

STAR TRAILS
Mark B. Peterson has stepped down as curator of the
Denver Museum of Natural History's Gates Planetarium,
after serving in that capacity for over a decade. Mark now
heads the Denver Museum's IMAX theater proJect, which
is slated for a July 1 opening. Replacing Mark as curator
of the Gates is Larry Sessions ... Also moving to the Denver Museum IMAX project is Mary Jane Dodge, formerly
program director at the Hutchinson (Kansas) Cosmosphere
& Discovery Center. Mary Jane's evidently a very difficult
person to replace, as she reports that there are THREE job
openings at the Hutchinson facility: program director,
assistant program director, and science instructor ... Lee
Simon, recovering from the stroke he suffered last year, has
announced that he's stepping down as director of the
Morrison Planetarium in San Francisco. Lee is serving as
acting director until a new director is named, and will then
become Morrison's staff astronomer ... After five years as
producer at the Morrison, Ken Wilson has joined the staff
of the soon-to-open Science Museum of Virginia's Space
Theater in Richmond ... Joining Ken in Richmond is Eric
Melenbrink, formerly technical director at Michigan State
University's Abrams Planetarium. (There are no plans to
fill Eric's position at Abrams, as there are no funds available
from MSU, which wants Abrams to be totally self-sufficient. With a full-time staff of only three at Abrams -

John Cotton, who voluntarily picked up work on the
new Planetarium Directory, actively sought revisions
and additions, and brought to publication a resource
of great importance.
Dennis Simopoulos, who for years has worked diligently for IPS, and who has been a driving force behind making the Society a truly international organization. In running for the office of president-elect,
he again demonstrated his care and concern for the
profession.
Bill Peters, now past-president of IPS. A man of
methodical, meticulous organization, he guided the
Society through an important period of growth and
change.
The staff of the MacMillan Planetarium, for a tremendous conference in Vancouver.
David Batch, an unsung hero of IPS who, as outgoing
executive secretary, sought nothing in return for the
brilliant performance of that position's duties.
CASTIGATIONS TO:
The architect and contractor of the Cernan Space
Center at Triton College in River Grove, Illinois. The
facility has the dubious distinction of being the first
planetarium closed due to condemnation. It was
built on a foundry-sand foundation, the oxidation of
which caused the building to rise and the plaster to
fall.
Armada Productions of Montreal. According to exSEPA president Mike Ryan, writing in the November
issue of the SEPA Newsletter, Armada held a presencontinued to pg. 14
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REGIONAL ROUNDUP
(Compiled by John Wharton)

Note: Following this issue of the PLANETARIAN, Jack
Dunn will be compiling and conducting "Regional Roundup ". In gathering affiliate news, Jack will not only depend
on the various regional newsletters, but also on YOu. Send
your news to Jack at: Mueller Planetarium, University of
Nebraska State Museum, 14th & U Streets, Lincoln, NB
68588
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
(Representative: Gabriel Munoz Bedolla/Morelia, Mich.
MEXICO)
Mexico's sixth major planetarium has opened at the
Center for Science and Technology in Guadalajara. The
facility features a Spitz STS under a 23.2 meter hypersphere, with a seating capacity of 300. Rodolfo Pena is the
director.
BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
Terence Murtagh/Armagh, Northern
(Representative:
Ireland, UK)
EUROPEAN-MEDITERRANEAN PLANETARIUM
ASSOCIATION
(Representative: Dennis Simopoulos/ Athens, Greece)
A new facility has opened on the fringes of this region. The government of the United Arab Emerites has
installed a Minolta MS-8 under a 7.3 meter dome at the
Maritime Transport Academy.
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(Representative: Doris Forror/Bay Village, Ohio, US)
The big news in GPLA this spring in the May 20 - 23
joint meeting with the Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society
at the Strasenburgh Planetarium in Rochester, New York.
(See news from MAPS for more details.)
From the GPLA NEWSLETTER (winter solstice
edition) come highlights of the fall '82 meeting, which was
jointly hosted by the Illinois State University Planetarium
in Normal and Peoria's Lakeview Museum Planetarium, on
October 13 - 16. Some samplings from the meeting included: a well-received presentation of native American sky
lore, a host of technical papers aimed at "on-a-budget"
facilities, a Close Encounter with after-dinner speaker Dr.
J. Allen Hynek, a bounty of socializing and - following a
Lebanese luncheon - a bevy of belly dancers (SWAP imports?). Strasenburgh's Don Hall delivered the Armand
Spitz Lecture.
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At the Adler Planetarium in Chicago, Illinois, development is proceeding on the McCormick Education Center.
According to associate astronomer Jim Seevers, the Center
will be an interactive concept, featuring linked Apple computer terminals and an Apollo planetarium instrument
under a rigid 4-meter dome. The Center will be located on
the middle level of the original Adler structure.
In these days of planetarium closings, some heartening news comes from Butler University's 1.1. Holcomb Observatory and Planetarium in Indianapolis. The facility is
sporting a new A3P instrument, cosmetic improvements,
and - perhaps most significant - a restored telescope. For
the first time since it was installed in 1954, the primary
mirror of the facility's 38-inch f/12.6 Fecker Cassegrain has
been re-silvered. The 'scope's drive was also extensively renovated. True research may finally be in the future for this
instrument, already the largest telescope in the world devoted primarily to public use.
As with everything, GLPA dues are increasing (to $13
effective June 1). But, the three additional dollars for
membership will apparently be more than offset by a
unique benefit package now available to GLPA. Through
the Support Services Alliance (an organization providing
group contracts and benefits to the self-employed and
those in small businesses), all GLPA members have access
to a variety of reduced-rate services, including: group insurance, low-cost long-distance telephoning, pricing/purchasing
consultants, legal referral, and Hertz rental-car discounts.
GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(Representative: Jack A. Dunn/Lincoln, Nebraska, US)
MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM SOCIETY
(Representative: Bruce Dietrich/Reading, Pennsylvania, US)
A joint meeting of MAPS and GLPA will be held at
the Strasenburgh Planetarium in Rochester, New York,
May 20 - 23. The conference housing site will be the fourstar Strathallen Hotel, just two blocks from Strasenburgh.
Also within a short walk from the Planetarium are scheduled visits to the Rochester Museum, Gannett School of
Science and Man, Eisenhart Auditorium, International
Museum of Photography at the George Eastman House,
Memorial Art Gallery, and the new Strong Museum. Because of the close proximity of the conference sites, there
will be no cumbersome bus service, and further savings in
registration fees to be charged (about $30) will come from
there being no scheduled banquets (a variety of quaint
restaurants are also within easy walking distance of the
site). According to Strasenburgh Director Don Hall, "the
best part of the schedule is that nothing starts before 10
a.m., or lasts past 10:30 p.m." To be eligible to attend
this special joint meeting, membership in MAPS or GLP A
is required. Membership for each is $10. Dues for MAPS
go to: Jerry Mallon, 250 Ridge Pike, No. 136-A, Lafayette

Hill, PA 19444. Dues for GLPA go to: David Parker,
Tipton Planetarium, 817 Main Street, Tipton, IN 46072.
The featured speaker at the combined Margaret Noble/
Armand Spitz Lecture Gust announced at the time of this
writing) will be Dr. Frank Drake, Goldwin Smith Professor
of Astronomy at Cornell University. In addition to his
many honors, Dr. Drake is best known as a strong proponent of extraterrestrial intelligence, and a leading authority
on methods for its detection. Dr. Drake was the first to
conduct a search for intelligent extraterrestrial radio signals, and the first to construct and send an intentional interstellar signal.
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
(Representative: Tom Clarke/Toronto, Ontario, CANADA)
The Manitoba Planetarium will host the 1983 meeting
of PAC on August 8 - 12. Under the theme "The Nature of
the Planetarium," much of the conference's sessions will be
held at Gull Harbour, a luxury resort on Hecla Island in
Lake Winnipeg, north of the city of Winnipeg. According
to Edward M. Barker, chairman of the conference, the
lodgings will feature "excellent room rates that will include
most meals", as well as a wide variety of recreational facilities. Would-be delegates are encouraged to register early,
as the Gull Harbour Lodge is limited to 59 rooms.
PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(Representative: Charles Hagar/San Francisco, California,
US)
In November of '82, 47 delegates gathered in Santa
Rosa, California for PPA's fall meeting. According to Larry
Toy's President's Newsletter, guest speakers included Will
and Lee Kyselka from Honolulu's Bishop Museum, discussing Polynesian astronomy, and Norm Sperling, who recounted his coast-to-coast tour of observatories and planetariums during his recent move to Oakland. Financial assistance for the meeting came from Evans and Sutherland,
Goto Optical, and Spitz Space Systems. PPA's spring meeting will be at the Shasta Planetarium in Redding, California
on May 6 - 8.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(Representative: Mark Petersen/Denver, Colorado, US)
RMPA's membership is growing at an unprecedented
rate, as 45 delegates attended the region's fall '82 meeting
at the Hansen Planetarium in Salt Lake City. Highlights of
the meeting included a tour of the Evans and Sutherland
plant, with a demonstration of the Digistar; a visit to
Bonneville Productions (an audio-visual production house);
a talk by Dr. Gilbert Moore of Thiokol Corp. (contractor
for the Space Shuttle's solid rocket boosters), who spoke of
Thiokol's purchase of a Shuttle "Getaway Special", which
was donated to the Utah State University for thesis work;
and hotel rates of $10 per night! According to IPS-representative Mark Petersen, much of the success of the meeting

was due to corporate funding from such groups as IMAX,
Spitz Space Systems, Zeiss (Oberkochen), and Laser Systems Development.
The spring meeting of RMP A will be held in the latter
part of April at the newly-renovated Gates Planetarium in
Denver. Gates now features a Minolta Series IV with an
in-house-designed control system, an instrument elevator
(where none was before - ever try excavating a pit in an
already-established facility?), a greatly-expanded 360 0 projection cove, and other chamber refinements.
SOUTHEASTERN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(Representative: Duncan Teague/Memphis, Tennessee, US)
The 1983 meeting of SEPA will be held in August at
the nearing-completion hyperspheric space theater at the
Science Museum of Virginia in Richmond. This facility is
the first to install the revolutionary Evans and Sutherland
Digistar I system.
According to Sasaki Associates, a major facility is
being planned in Jacksonville, Florida, adjacent to the existing 12-meter Brest Planetarium. The new facility will feature a Minolta MS-16 under a 18.2 meter dome.
Brest Planetarium's Phil Groce reports in the November issue of SEPA's SOUTHERN SKIES that Florida State
University will not fill the planetarium director position
previously announced (most recently in SKY & TELESCOPE) for FSU's new Spitz 512 facility. A statewide cutback in funding for all agencies is the reason.
From Jim Manning of the Morehead Planetarium in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, comes word of the death of
John T. Brittian, Technical Operations Supervisor at Morehead, on June 4, 1982, after an extended illness. In a technical career spanning 32 years at Morehead, Brittian rose to
become supervisor of the facility's technical/maintenance/
part-time operator staff, as well as supervisor of all technical operations in the planetarium. Brittian also played a key
role in Morehead's Astronaut Training Program, which
taught celestial navigation in simulated mission situations
to astronauts from Project Mercury to the Apollo-Soyuz
mission. Brittian is survived by his wife, Betty, and son,
Greg.
SOUTHWESTERN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(Representative: John Pogue/Grand Prarie, Texas, US)
SWAP's 1983 meeting will be held at the McDonald
Observatory near Ft. Davis, Texas, on April 7 - 9. According to the winter issue of the SWAP Newsletter, "current
plans call for a registration fee of $50 per person" (includthe registraing members of delegates' families).
tion fee will include two meals a day and ... van transportation from Midland to McDonald Observatory."
is expected to be most reasonable, at the nearby Indian
Lodge.
continued to pg. 31
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USING VIDEODISCS IN THE PLANETARIUM
WHY A VIDEO DISC?

One of the most popular methods of storing video
information is the common VCR or Video Cassette Recorder. Although this is one of the least expensive ways to
bring video into the planetarium, it has several drawbacks.
Tape quality deteriorates and it is not a 'random access'
device. The Video Disc is an alternative that solves these
video tape problems.
When using film or video tape in the planetarium, it
would be nice to know that the one hundredth time you
used the JPL Saturn Flyby, it will be as beautiful as the
first. When using video discs, it will be. If you are using an
optical video disc, the image will still be clear and sharp on
the one thousandth play.
Video tape works by passing a piece of recording tape
(plastic coated with ferric oxide) against a rapidly rotating
metal tape head. After running the tape through the
machine a few times the oxide begins to rub off. This not
only means that you must clean it off the tape heads, but
it also means that there is less oxide on the tape. So after
repeated plays, the quality of the video goes down. There
are also some other problems relating to magnetism, since
that is how the video is stored on the tape, but it is a reasonable trade-off for being able to record. A video disc
does not suffer from any of these problems since it does
not record and operates quite differently. How it operates
depends on which brand you buy. There are presently four
different formats of Video Disc Players, but the best seems
to be the LaserDisc optical video disc systems.
WHY AN OPTICAL VIDEO DISC?

The optical video disc is the most exciting and most
important of the video disc technologies. It is a random
access system. This means you can randomly access any
one of the 54,000 frames, or pictures, on one side of a disc.
That becomes very important when you consider that
should you decide to look through all 54,000 pictures, even
at the rather fast rate of one image per second, it would
still take 15 hours.
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Optical video discs currently come in one of two standard formats. Most discs of movies and the like are termed
CLV (constant linear velocity), but the best quality and
most useful are dubbed CAV (constant angular velocity).
It is the CAV disc that allows freeze-frame and random
access. Any discs we are likely to use in the Planetarium
will be CAV.
One of the best discs we have at the Cincinnati Planetarium is from The Center for Aerospace Education (distributed by: Video Vision Associates, Ltd., 7 Waverly
Madison, New Jersey, 07904 - Phone (201) 377-0302).
Their first disc, 'The Voyager Encounter', is a definite
success. It is not perfect, with a couple of sticky frames
and some marks in the movies, but it has been very well
received here. The disc has all 445 still images released
JPL as pUblicity photographs plus:
16 data-animation movies of Jupiter, the Red Spot,
Saturn, and the Rings;
5 computer-generated movies showing the Voyager
encounters of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune;
2 general - information movies on the
missions;
A computer-generated movie describing the Voyager
2 photopolarimeter "ring counting" experiment;
A 5-minute "ring counter" sequence showing the
display system that JPL uses to construct
real time; and
7 segments of plasma wave "music".
Other discs are planned from Video Vision including:
Apollo on the Moon; Shuttle; Astronomy; The Space
and Geoscience. The Astronomy disc will be very
since it will include:
Pictures of all the planets
Still and movie coverage of planetary exploration by
spacecraft
Cosmogony and comparative planetology
Photographs from major observatories
Astrophotography
Electromagnetic spectrum
Solar astronomy
Photographic atlas of deep sky objects.
The next question is, how can I use all of this information? Well, there are four methods of using video discs.
You can let the disc play straight through, or you could
look at the catalog of images and pick out individual
frames. With the Laser Discs you could add video segments
to your computer programs (see Carr, 1981 and Lubar,
1982), or you could use the computer as a type of automatic catalog. The Jet PropUlsion Laboratory uses one

such system that goes beyond merely randomly accessing
images.
In Building 264, Room 115, at JPL are more than
100 million bytes of information describing planetary
images. Over one hundred thousand black and white and
color photographs, including all press-release photography,
are available for viewing within the facility. To aid in the
selection of images, a computer can search by parameters
such as latitude, longitude, viewing angle, resolution and
many others. One of the most recent additions to this
facility is a Laser Videodisc system. The system allows the
user to preview the thousands of photographs very quickly
and easily.
JPL has produced a videodisc which contains over
100,000 planetary images taken by the Mariner, Viking,
and Voyager missions. This disc is in black and white
only, since that is the way the pictures are received. The
disc is being used at the new Regional Planetary Image
Centers located around the U. S., but the basic idea can be
used in planetariums and their exhibits as well. In Cincinnati, the first disc on which we used this last-named
method was the JPL Test Disc, but it will work with any
CAV Laser Disc on which the user is allowed to find
pictures not only by number, but by subject and description. The Picture Access System was written for an Apple
II, but the principles could be used with most computers.
A complete listing of these programs is available from me
on request (space and other limitations do not permit its
being reprinted here - Ed.).
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE, Continued
have either lost jobs or been given greater workloads. I estimate that at least 20 percent of the
IPS membership has been affected by this trend.

Question: What, if anything, should IPS do - about the
situation and/or for the individuals so affected?
Alternatives:

1. Nothing more than at present - deplore

3. Form a special IPS committee to study
the problem and make recommendations.
4. Set up a resource file of ideas for promoting the planetarium and improving its
image, with access by any IPS member.
5. Other ideas - ??

the situation.
2. Recommend to the newly-formed U. S.
group, with representation from all U.S.
affiliates, that it turn its attention to the
problem.

Send your responses to:
Jeanne E. Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake,OH 44145
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LUNAR ECLIPSE PROJECTOR
Frank Palma

E. G. Owens Planetarium
Pensacola Junior College
Pensacola, Florida
When I attempted to adapt the lunar eclipse projector
suggested by Herb Schwartz (Planetarian V.7, No.2, Summer 1978, p. 23) to one of my antique Balmite 50-watt
single -slide projectors, I was dissatisfied with the sharp
edges of the projected earth shadows when the color disk
was in the slide gate.

CREATIVE
CORNER

I solved this problem by mounting the color disk on
an outrigger about 12" in front of the projection lens.
After experimenting with several color gels, I found that
Edmund No. 805 (Light Straw) and No. 821 (Light Red)
gave the best results for the penumbra and umbra, respectively, when projected from the center of a 30' dome.
Other projectors or projection distances may require slightly different color gels to produce an appropriate tint.

Eric Melenbrink

Schwartz used a 15rph motor to drive his color disk.
I prefer my eclipses slow, so I used a 1/1 Orpm (6rph) motor
that was originally meant for a Criterion 6-inch telescope
clock-drive. I would also recommend the Srph motor available from Sky-Scan, Inc., P. O. Box 3832, Rochester, N. Y.
14610; or from Herbach & Rademan, Inc., 401 E. Erie
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19134.
Final size and placement of the gels will have to await
completion of the projector, in order to be lined up with
,,"Y~/04''\ the projected moon image.
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END

FOCUS
ON
EDUCATION
Mark S. Sonntag

THE HAYDEN PLANETARIUM INTERNSHIP
David A. Dundee
Fernbank Science Center
Atlanta, Georgia

The internship at the Hayden Planetarium in New
York City is a two-year program (one year renewable
for another year) in which the intern gains expertise in
planetarium operations. During the two years that I participated in the program, I had the opportunity to lecture,
produce shows, learn photographic techniques, operate
the console during laser programs, and much more.
The beauty of the program at Hayden is that it is not
rigid, nor is it designed for the participant to do meaningless tasks or busy work. The program is tailor-made to each
individual's needs and aptitudes. The program becomes
what the intern is willing to make it. All that is needed is
enthusiasm for learning and working, and every minute on
the job becomes of great value. The program allowed me
to become acquainted with all aspects of planetarium
operations.
The biggest asset of the program for me was the staff
at the planetarium. Box office personnel, technicians,
librarian, artists, show writers and producers all were eager
to work with me, to teach and point out errors in a constructive manner. The three people to whom I feel the
greatest debt are Dr. Mark Chartrand (then Chairman of
the Department), Mr. Allen Seltzer and Mr. Thomas Lesser.
These people contributed the most to my education during
my internship at Hayden through their patience and professionalism. Even now, as Chairman of the Astronomy
Department at Fernbank Science Center, I find myself
drawing on the information and experience gleaned from
my internship at Hayden.

INTERN PROGRAM - VANDERBILT
PLANETARIUM
Mark Levine, Director
Vanderbilt Planetarium
Centerport, New York

The intern program at the Vanderbilt Planetarium is
made possible by grants from the New York State Council
on the Arts. The program is totally contingent upon these
grants.
Our interns receive a tax-free monthly stipend plus
additional funds for visitations to other regional planetaria
and conferences. The program runs for 12 months.
The prime function of the intern is program presentation. He or she will be trained in presenting live
school programs and young people's programs as well as the
taped general public show. The intern will partake in the
program production process. He or she will spend time
familiarizing oneself with the various production areas,
including art and photography, audio tracks, specialeffects construction and naturally, show installation. In
addition, the intern will spend time supervising the public
observing sessions in the observatory which contains a
16-inch Ealing Cassegrain and a 4V2-inch refractor.
To date we have had two (2) interns complete the program. Our first, Tom Affatigato, assumed a staff position
at Vanderbilt. Our second, Steve Russo, assumed the
position of staff astronomer at the Bishop Planetarium in
Bradenton, Florida.
People interested in our program should contact me.
END
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JAMES
BROWN
The 1982 IPS Conference was a success, and like past
meetings, the exhibitors brought out all their best for us to
see. Though I cannot cover in detail all items shown, nor
all companies that participated at once, I will be talking
about them in this and future columns.
Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation has released detailed information about the looks of their new
DIGISTAR 1 System. The projector, a CRT equipped with
a fisheye lens, is 36 inches square at the base, which itself
is constructed of smoked Lucite. Shaped like a pyramid, it
stands only 42 inches high in the open position giving
everyone in the theater an unobstructed view of the entire
dome. The heart of the system is a Digital PDP 11/34
computer coupled with an E&S Picture System II Graphics
Processor. The console is 48 inches wide and is equipped
with a 12 inch monitor and standard planetarium controls.
New from the Lawrence Hall of Science, University of
California, Berkley, CA 94720, is the STAR MAKER
PLANETARIUM KIT. It ·is a portable, build-it-yourself
kit designed to turn any room into a mini-planetarium.
The Star Maker includes a projector, 6-foot diameter dome,
and instructions. Initial assembly will take 4-8 hours.
Suspend the dome from a ceiling support, position the
projector underneath, and gather up friends, family or
students. The Star Maker will recreate the stars as seen
from anywhere in the Northern Hemisphere. The cost is
only $40.00. You can buy each part separately if you wish;
the projector base is $25.00, the star globe is $8.00, and
the 6-foot dome is $17.00.
This one is for all you "one-man" planetarium operations. Have you ever wondered how Hansen Planetarium
masks their slides s9 well? To make Kodalith masks would
take quite some time, especially when you have 200 or
more slides, and to hand-opaque them is crazy! Well, I
found out how they have been doing it on many of their
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shows! They have been using WESS PIN REGISTERED
SLIDE MOUNTS. Wess Mounts are glass slide mounts with
one side designed to mask. They have masks in all shapes
and sizes and it is beyond the scope of this article to
describe but just a few. Circle masks are available in sizes
ranging from large to small, off-center to centered, plus
masks to divide your picture in half, quarters, or sixths.
There are also shapes that include stars, diamonds, arches
and more. I was able to mask all but the horizon slides and
a few special slides of Hansen's "Skywatchers of Ancient
Mexico" using the Wess Mounts. They have mounts for
35mm format and 46 mm "super-slides". I highly recommend these as time savers and for creating a real professional look to your shows. When you write, ask for WALL
CHART No. 680 and it will show you what they have.
Wess Plastic, 50 Schmitt Blvd., Farmingale, N.Y., 11735.
Talent, Inc. is still in operation these days, but because
they are having trouble in obtaining some special parts,
there are some projectors that are no longer in production.
They are: the Storm Sequence- HALO and 35mm CAROUSEL SPACE TRAVEL ZOOM PROJECTOR. I am told
that as of this writing there are enough parts to make up 7
of their SKYLINE PROJECTORS, but that as soon as
these are gone, they will no longer sell them as well. They
will send you a catalog and current price listing by dropping
them a line at 1010 Marietta Way, Sparks, Nevada, 89431.
From the Astronomical Society of the Pacific come
two releases: A PAMPHLET ON BUYING A FIRST
TELESCOPE and THE 1983 ASTRONOMICAL MATERIALS SELECTORY.
In a press statement they announce, "A new consumer
guide to selecting your first telescope has just been published by the non-profit Astronomical Society of the
Pacific. Written in plain English for the non-scientist, the
pamphlet provides all the necessary background for undercontinued to pg. 30

Jack Dunn

THE COUNTRY-ROCK LASER SHOW

"About the only kind of music you can't use in the
planetarium is 'country-western.''' I said that in these
pages several years ago. It's time to modify that statement.
In its original context, I was referring to regular
planetarium shows. However, there is one area in which the
"country stars" might find a place in your dome - as the
basis of a light show.
Many of you give light shows. Most feature rock
music. It has a proven track record of drawing enthusiastic
audiences. I would like to suggest that there is also an
audience for country-rock. Some of you have already
found a way of reaching this audience. I would like to relate my own experience in this realm.
After purchasing new laser scanning equipment last
year, we set out to create our first laser-based program. We
did have experience doing rock-oriented light shows. The
new system opened up broader horizons of artistic interpretation. Why not try something new?
Our museum has a branch facility in western Nebraska at Fort Robinson State Park. I have gone out there for
several summers giving star talks. Chadron State College is
located in Chadron, Nebraska, about 25 miles from the
Fort. They have an A-I Spitz installation, seating about 50
people in a 7.3 meter dome. The population has never experienced any light shows in the area, and the nearest plane-

tarium featuring such shows is in Denver -- several hundred
miles away.
"What kind of
The question immediately arose:
music should we use in this show?" For an answer, we had
to consider the potential audience. My assistant, Lisa, is
from Chadron. She provided us with a good audienc~ profile. In addition, we obtained further input when Lisa contacted the local radio station, which was to be our prime
media outlet.
They also gave us some interesting ideas. Eventually,
we selected a country-rock music format. Lisa created the
theme: "Party With the Stars (A Laser Jamboree)." From
these origins, we brainstormed a music list.
In the past, we have found RCA Records to be most
helpful in promoting their albums for planetaria. Many of
the biggest names in country-rock record for RCA. Through
their Nashville office we obtained a selection of the latest
releases and the current Billboard Magazine "Top 100"
chart. Our area RCA representative also gave us some
albums to audition. In addition, we found some classic
songs, such as "Orange Blossom Special," which seemed
natural for laser performances.
The "Laser Jamboree" theme featured America's
premiere country-rock group, Alabama.
Their latest
album ("Mountain Music") has one cut, "Gonna' Have a
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Party," which we played as our opening title music. We
also used it as background music for our public-service announcements on the radio.
Tradional country music, featuring wailing violins and
steel guitars, did not seem to offer enough variety. "Crossover" artists such as Linda Ronstadt formed the basis of
our show. John Denver is a good example, and Eddie
Rab bit another, of the style we felt our audiences would
like. And their music often creates the imagery which
works well in a light-show setting. The lyrics of "Shanghai
Breezes" speak of the moon and the stars. You can do far
more with that than you can with songs about truck drivers
and divorce!
I might point out that we believed this show could
also be used in Lincoln. Perhaps it might be especially suited to the western and southern U. S. But, I believe this
type of show could find a ready audience almost anywhere.
In the fall of 1982 it was used, quite successfully, here at
UNL, and it seems worth repeating.
One important point concerns me. Neither myself,
nor my staff are great fans of country music. But we made
an attempt to do the best show possible - to understand
the music and to respect the audience. We were determined
that the quality of this show would be up to our best standards. There is a tendency among some people to look
down on others because their tastes are different. If this
happens, the program can never reach its full potential. I
know that my colleagues would not act in this manner, but
it is important that we constantly ask ourselves an important question: "For whom are we doing these programs ourselves or the public?" How we answer that question will
have great bearing on our measure of success.
Again, I want to emphasize that I believe we have
reached a new audience. Any time you can do this, it increases the potential audience for all your shows. Chadron
State's planetarium serves mostly college and public school

classes. Dr. Steffe, the Planetarium Director, had indicated
that they wanted to expand their public programming. This
laser light show seemed to be an ideal way to begin. Good
pUblicity let the people know that the planetarium was now
expanding its role beyond regular classroom use. And indeed, it would allow some of the public to know of its very
existence! The shows sold out, and we had some very rich
experiences.
I have now used country music in my planetarium and enjoyed it. In a light show context, handled properly,
you can also. Here is the music list.

"PARTY WITH THE STARS (A LASER JAMBOREE)"

,Selection
Artist
"Gonna' Have A Party"
Alabama
"When I Stop Leavin' I'll Be Gone"
Charlie Pride
"Silver Threads and Golden Needles"
Linda Ronstadt
"The Last Time I Felt It"
Eddie Rab bit
"Nobody"
Sylvia
"Orange Blossom Special"
Bill Justis
"Down In the Mine"
Dolly Parton
"Queen of Hearts"
Juice Newton
"Queen of Hearts"
*The Chipmunks
"Shanghai Breezes"
John Denver
"Aurora Borealis"
**C. W. McCall
"Mountain Music"
Alabama

*

You had to hear this to believe it. By judicious editing, Juice Newton started, and the Chipmunks finished the number. We used a slide of Alvin at the mike.
It was a real crowd-pleaser.

**

This song is actually more of a poem (with music). It
was the only non-laser number on the program.
Using just special effects and the stars provided a bit
of variety in the show.
END

WHAT'S NEW, Continued
standing how different types of telescopes work and which
types are best for various purposes.

a list of useful astronomy books for the beginner and further information about astronomy as a hobby."

Clear diagrams and text explain how telescopes are
rated, what sort of mountings are required, and what to do
with a telescope once you get it home. A guide also includes a complete list of major telescope manufacturers,
information about resource organizations in astronomy, a
reading list for beginning and advanced observers, and a
handy list of questions to ask before making any telescope
purchase.

The Selectory is a catalog of astro-photos, posters,
bumper stickers, cassette tapes on the night sky, and hundreds of other items. The catalog is free for the asking.

The latest in a series of information packets available
from the international Society, the guide also comes with
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The American Chemical Society, in co-operation with
Dr. Mark Littmann and the staff of the Hansen Planetarium, are producing a new program titled "A COMET
CALLED HALLEY." Their timetable would have the
script written in 1983 and distribution of the show begun
in 1984, with "retrofit" packages distributed as new information is revealed from the investigation of the comet.
END

Editor's Note - Jane has permitted the temporary installment of a "guest column" under her guise; an article
reprinted with permission from Southern Skies, newsletter
of the Southeastern Planetarium Association. She expects
to return with more delectable delights in the next issue.

HOW TO RUN A
PLANETARIUM
IN A BUREAUCRACY
Bob Tate
Harper Planetarium
Atlanta, Georgia

After ten years directing a planetarium in one of the
largest school systems in SEP A, certain cosmic truths have
made themselves manifest. I reveal these truths in hopes
that others may profit by knowing them. They all deal
with successful operation of a planerarium within a bureaucracy. Oddly enough, the larger the parent operation, the
better these truths work, and they work best in large,
sprawling governmental bodies with lots of separate offices
with lots of bosses.
Rule No.1: It's good to have friends in high places,
but it is more productive to have friends in low places.
With a friend in a high place, you still have to fill out all
the paper work to get something from the copy center,
but if you make friends at the copy center, you will be surprised to see what can be done. Likewise, it is easy to get
60 feet of wire off the electrician's truck if you are on good
terms with him. Try getting 60 feet of wire from someone
in high places.
Rule No.2: It's often better to beg forgiveness than
to ask permission. If you have something you want to do,
go ahead and do it. If your boss finds out and doesn't
approve, beg forgiveness. You know that you would have
been turned down had you requested permission beforehand.
Rule No.3: Name Drop. This works in departments
other than your own. Tell them their boss's boss said you
need some help. They probably will do what you want
rather than checking up on things to find out you don't
know what you're talking about. Be careful here, it could
make the boss look bad.
Rule No.4:
look bad.

Whatever you do, don't make the boss

Rule No.5: Find some way to make the boss look
good. It never hurts to have a friend!

Rule No.6: Always ask for money, not for what you
need. For instance, if you ask for a new tape deck, your
boss is likely to think up lots of excuses for why you don't
need a new tape deck. If you ask for money for a new tape
deck, or better still, money for new audio equipment (never
get too specific) he'll probably just tell you it isn't in the
budget. This seems of little help, but now you are free to
raise the money elsewhere since he hasn't told you you
couldn't have the new tape deck.
Rule No.7: If your boss won't give you money, go
ask someone else for it, like friends, businesses, or (for
small items) use your own money. Then ask your boss's
boss to write a nice letter acknowledging the generous tax
deductible gift. This makes the boss look just a little bad,
bu t doesn't violate Rule No.4.
Rule No.8: Seek out resources within the system.
The larger the system, the easier this is. Somewhere, there
is photographic equipment, shop equipment, etc. If you
find it, you can probably use it, rather than purchasing
your own.
Rule No.9: Don't make anyone angry. This involves
a smile on your face, an innocent appearance, and speech
which is non-threatening.
Rule No. 10: Use someone else's ac-count. The librarian has money to spend. Suggest to her that the students
could really use some new astronomy books and journals.
Let her purchase them with the library account, so you
don't have to.
I'm sure this list isn't complete, but I've only been at it
for ten years! If you can think of others, let the rest of us
know.
END

REGIONAL ROUNDUP, Continued
Also gleaned from the winter SWAP Newsletter is
news that the Richardson (Texas) ISD Planetarium has installed a computer-controlled TRAX Model 35 heliostat.
"The display includes a projected solar image in white light
for viewing sunspot activity; a ·telescope for viewing the sun
in hydrogen-alpha; a telescope that eclipses the sun's disc"
and a continuous-spectra display.
After being closed for nearly a year, Oklahoma City's
Kirkpatrick Planetarium has reopened with extensive renovations. Under the newly-resurfaced plaster dome is a
Minolta Series lIB instrument, expanded automation capabilities, and twice as much cove and pedestaJ projection
space. The renovation project also provided the facility
with a production wing which includes a technical workshop, art and audio studios.
END
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